GROUP THE LETTERS
Can you make 13 words by putting together 2 groups of letters? Each group of letters can be used only twice.

HO
BE
AR
MO
LOW
PE
HA
SN
RE
TE

SOUNDS THE SAME
Here are twelve words: six of them rhyme with (have the same final sound as) six others: can you put them into pairs??

HER
HIGHER
STEERED
BEER
HEARD
STIR
TYRE
CARE
BEARD
THEY'RE
HEAR
THIRD

HIDDEN PROFESSIONS
Bill the policeman has eight friends, and they each have a different profession. Unfortunately the letters of each of the words have got mixed up. Can you discover the eight professions of Bill’s eight friends?

CODROT
OLASIR
TREESCARY
BULRIDE
CHEATER
SUB VIRDAR
CAINICLETER
SNURE

HORIZON CROSSWORD

CLUES ACROSS
1. To put a question.
3. Preposition.
5. Opposite of closed.
6. Something to sit on.
7. Watery, damp.
9. Sleep in these when camping.
10. Therefore.
12. To voyage, go places.
13. Also.
15. It comes before the others.

CLUES DOWN
2. A piece of paper... or on a bed.
3. Not many.
4. Possessive pronoun.
5. A mammal (an animal) that lives in rivers.
6. Begin
8. Often the smallest room in the house!
11. Finished
14. Preposition of situation.